
INTRODUCTION 

I n 1946 John Searl built the first modd of the SEG (Searl Effect Generator). He"'built 
this based on a series of dreams he had as a young boy. He was living with an old 
gentleman who financed his work and supplied him with everything he needed to com

plete the first SEG at the age of 14. John later went to work for the Midland Power Board 
and convinced the owners to supply him with the machinery necessary to build a genera
tor based on his previous experiments. All he would have.to do is buy the raw materials 
himself; ~ey would supply the rest. He then had a complete generator made. Some of 
the work was dOj1e thr.ough instruction by others, but most of the work was done by John 
himself. 

The SEG consists of a series of three rings with rollers travelling around these rings. 
Because of the speed at which they travel, an observer might think thal he was looking at 
spinning discs but there are no discs involved. There never were. The rings and roil~rs 

are a magnetic device that is its own prime mover and producer of great amounts of elec
tricity. Although the design looks simple, it is a complex solid-state magnetic device. 
John built this devi.ce and placed coils around it so as to produce electricity and he suc
ceeded, but he was not prepared for what followed when he ,increased the load on the gen
erator. 

When the generator was started, a small diesel generator was used to get the rollers 
started by using the coils as a motor. This was necessary as the rollers were not made 
exactly to John's specifications. If they were, they would start to rotate around the ring on 
their own. There was no external motor involved as stated in the article [NEXUS vol. 2 
no. ~2, p. 50]; only the small generator to get it started. Once the SEG was set in motion, 
the generator was no longer needed and was disconnected. 

The generator did exactly what John Searl said it would. It generated usable electricity. 
But when he started to increase the load to see how much he could'draw from the genera
tor, it did just the opposite of any known generator. Instead of heating up and loading 
down with the increased load, it got colder and sped up to meet the load. As the load 
increased, the temperature decreased until it reached a superconductive state at approxi
mately 4 degrees Kelvin. When this happened, the generator produced a gravity field 
around itself and rep.elled the Earth. ,It rose to about 50 feet above the ground, hovered for 
a few minutes still gaining in speed'. There was a pink glow surrounding the unit. At this 
point the unit had! produced a vacuum around itself and was putting, out tremendous volt
age, about 10 to the 7th power and rising. This accounted for the radio receivers turning 
on by themselves as there was tremendous voltage produced which could induce a voltage 
into wiring feeding the radio circuits. After a few minutes of hovering, the voltage output 
increased and the gravitational 'field increased. The unit then shot off into space and was 
never seen again. 

Since that time, Professor Searlhas developed' ways of controlling the output and speed 
of his generator. He had used one to power his home. He has also pursued the flight 
potential of the SEG power supply and has perfected a flying craft that is capable of out
performing ANY conventional aircraft or spac.ecraft of today. The models that he built 
and flew for aU to see were well-documented in the newspape{s and ma-galines at the 
time, around 1971. He was 3 months away from building a manned craft when he was 
wrongfully imprisoned on a trumped-up charge 'by the power company because he was 
using an SEG to power his home instead of using the conventional power that he would 
have to buy from them. 

John Sead hal! suffered many hardships, both physical and mental, in his quest to give 
this technology to mankind. As] look at his life, it amazes me that he has had the courage 
and fortitude to go on with this quest. 
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SUPPRESSION OF INVENTIONS 
Many readers know ,of others, who have had ideas and t~hnolo

gies, who have been 'slapped down' by the established money con
troHers 'of the day. These people have stopped progress and new 
ideas throughout history in the name of science and religion and 
government ~urity.  Many of the people that we revere today as 
great scholars and scientists were at one time ,per~uted  as cranks 
or heretics to the teachings of the church. How much knowledge 
has been lost to us through the ignorance and greed of people who 
are only interested in themselves and their own interests? Most 
people who are 'slapped down' by the Estahfishment never recov
er. They give up on humanity or are pers~uted  to the noint that 
they can no longer give their ideas or views to anyone. 

I r~ently discovered that inventors of machines or devices of 
high energy eWciency capabilliy (free energy) are not only 
refused patents, but in most cases their inventions are classified 
under the "Military Use Refuse" cla~e  which is, of course, inter

national. Inventors are prohibited from ~~~...:..~.,,===!!!!!!!!!!~====!!!!!!!!===publishing detail's of their devices or';;' ...... .... '""'n.L... . ... 

promoting them in any manner if their 
invention is classified under this 
clause. In other words, their devices 
automatically ~ome  the sole property 
of vested interests in the 
Establishment. 

The fact that there is an established 
mechanism to support energy inven
tions of this nature, has been kept a 
closely guarded ~ret  for many years. 
Many inventors have madie such 
claims, but the general public remains 
oblivious to the fact that they are being 
deprived of clean and free energy by 
organisations that would rather make 
money and hold power over the public 
than allow such ~hnology  to ~ome widely av.ailable. 

This story is about one man who has not given up on humanity 
and refuses to be stopped by the greedy, corrupt people who 
would try to prevent his work from b~oming a reality. If we as 
an intelligent people want ~hnology  such as this, we must fight 
for it. It will not be presented on a silver platter to you like a new 
toy on the market. There will be resistance to this new t~hnolo
gy, but if you wam it, it is here for the asking. 

INTERVIEW WIiTH PROFESSOR JOHN R. R. SEARL� 
jS = rohn Searl� 
.n =John Thomas, Jr� 

I asked John what causes the discs to fly.� 
JS: Temperature drop gets the whple thing going. The unit� 

becomes a superconductor. It's this arrangement which causes the� 
atomic pattern within the matrix to set up in such a manner that� 
the electrons are caused to move forward. The slower they go� 
down in the main matrix itself, IDe more power can pass through.� 
But the force of Ithe separate nucleus causes that force to acceler�
ate to the magnetic fiead.� 

There's a revolving magnetic field out there. So if'you've got a� 
space vehicle, a big craft out there, then the gravity field of the� 
Earth must produce the same type of energy as the craft because� 
it's acting just the same as the SEG. You are 'Using the gravitation�
al energy of the Earth to continue the power of the SEG.� 
Everything is linked to one another. Therefore, the craft is very� 
simple to control in outer space for space travel ~ause  you're� 
tapping in on the fields, the gravity fields, of the different planets,� 
and this supplies the energy eff~t  on the craft. The generator� 
itself is a r~eiver.  When you leave the Earth, the Earth is your� 
prime force and your destination is your secondary force, and� 
eventually your ~ondary  force ~omes  your prime force and the� 
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something like fony-five degrees away from it 
J'if: Oh, that's a nice feature! 
JS: Yes, it turns away and takes an entirely different route. Just 

one thing has to be brought to mind, if you're racing in a space
ship into space and a great chunk of rock is coming towards 'You, 
the craft has to sum up whichever object has higher kinetic energy, 
whether the oncoming object has higher k,inetic energy than the 
craft flas. If it has, then the craft has to move out of the way. But 
if its energy is greater than the energy of the rock, then the rock 
will move out of the way. It will be deflected. 

JT: Well either way you don't hit it That's good! 
JS: We used to rush mode~s  towards my home to show that it 

can"t hit the building. As soon as it gets close to the building, the 
field pushes it away. 

JT: Were there ever any manned flights of your craft? 
JS: No. None was manned. Because of the vacuum created by 

the mqchine, it would make life-support systems necessary and the 
cost was too much. There were six craft lost before the radio-con
trolled Poll was flown. 

JT: You had two units, 21 and 22. Were they both in orbit for 
two years? 

JS: Oh yes! Most of the craft were really up there 10 years 
before we got rid of them. 

JT: You had some up there for 10 years? 
JS: Yes. Of course once they had done what we wanted to 

know, we can't really do anything else with them unless we were 
going to expose them. And we couldn't do tha~  until we had 
enough information that would allow us to man OIle. You see 
media are, shall we say, ignorant people, technologically. When 
they see something goj,pg on, they can't see why you can't man 
them. And if you can't man them, Ithey stan giving you bad pub
licity, and cause governments to stamp down on you. 

JT: I thought the longest ones in space were 2 years. 
JS: Oh no! Most of the craft you can say were credited with a 

good ten years of flight time. The two we talk abOut for 2 years 
were testing basically the new nylon body material! which went 
into strychnine. And we had to dis_continue this fibreglass materi
ail of those days. 

JT: That was 21 and 22, but all the others stayed up a long time 

also? 
JS: Well, all me other 40. Only two of them ran into trouble 

and produced strychnine and thus only did tw.o years of time. But 
what the others did was shown. We took many photographs. We 
were taking p.hotographs here, there and everywhere! We brought 
the craft back and had the film developed and we had cine films. 

JT: Did you have them right in orbit 01'... 

JS: Yes, from the orbit. I knew more about Australia than any 
book ever told me! When I wrote to a chap_ in Australia who 
thought he knew a lot and staned telling him some facts and fig
ures that I knew, he was surprised! 

JT: Was there a lot of publicity ior your work? 
JS: We do know that the BBC has a lot of film, because they 

came out every month to continue the story on the work. Now, do 
you know any other individual that had a regular programme on 
all channels in the UK? That's four channels. Monday in the first 
week of the month, me BBC 1 carried on with the story where 
they left off. They would show you just a little bit of the story 
from where they left off. They'd show you just a little bit of the 
sJStry ill a flashback and then carried on the story as to how much 
progress had been made over the month. 

The following week lTV, an independent TV programme, came 
along and did theirs. They'd take you b-ack to what they last 
showed you, bits of it to bring your mind back to what you've 
seen, and then they would continue the story as to how the 
progress had gone. And we had been doing lhis for a wnole year! 
In there, there were some flight shots showing the craft going up 
through the trees into airbome, and they played the music to the 
movie 2001 to it. They played me against the Americans' effon. 
All the American failures were kind of chipped and worked in to 
make it a good comical game, but that was perhaps the bad part 
about it. It might make people laugh at American failures and 
we're racing away with a complete new technology. They were 
playing on this and, of course when they eventually went to the 
Moon, we were only three months away from procet::ding with a 
manned flight. 

JT: I was just looking at your lecture again and you said you 
were in an explosion. Was that when you were building one of 
these? 
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JS: Yes, well the explosion was not really my fault. It was 
somebody else's fault. They put a 1Q-gallon drum of oil on top of 
a hOl plate that was on. They switched the wrong plates on, and 
the twins, our twins, got up in the comer at the back of the boiler 
where mey were playing. And I was wondering how the pot o[,oil 
I had on was warming, getting hot enough for a job I wanted to do. 
And when I got there I was amazedl. This tank was red hot. It 
actually was red. The metal was red !hot. The kids were playing 
there. I had ,to rush and pull them out of the way and told them to 
get outside' as far as they can out up the garden and I rushed the 
doors open and ,the windows open and then I went to lift the tank 
to bring lit outside. So if it was going to blow, it wouldn't damage 
the house. But just as I was walking past an open window to get 
to the door, a draft of air caught it and it went like a bomb. lIt took 
all the paint off right through ilO the bricks, about 10 layersgf 
paint It took the 'Ceiling off. [t disintegrated the lamp shade and 
cables. [r disintegrated the fuse box and disintegrated the electric 
meter. It ripped everything out! It stripped the whole building 
down to bare bricks. . 

JT: It's amazing you weren't killed! 
JS: Yes, and the clothes hanging on the line drying all went, 

line-lot, everything disappeared. My hair was on fire. Nobody 
moved to do any,thing to help! We had! a big chest freezer, so I 
had to dive into that. And ~l my neck 

4) Perpetual motion. Once the machine has passed a certain 
threshold of potential, the energy output exceeds ithe input. From 
then on the energy output is virtually limitless. Sead explains this 
by stating that the machine collects electrons from the space 
around it. The estimated power output of the generator is some 10 
to the 114th power watts. 

5) Inertia loss. Above threshold potential, which must be 
some 10 to the 13th power volts, the generator and attached 'parts 
become inertia-free. This of course goes against accepted con
cepts of inertia Wmass. 

6) Drive. By altering the distribution of potential on the sur
face of the craft, it is possible to propel it. The preferred direction 
of travel at ultra high speeds is away from the planet, th-e plane of 
the>generator being at 90 degrees to the gravity field. 

7) Ionisation of the air. This is from the discharge of elec
trons from the generator. It gives rise to a translucent glow sur
rounding the craft, and glowing trails. The intensity of the field is 
such that it is capable of excluding the ionJ,se4 ;tir, creating..aHnear 
vacuum around the craft. 

8) Matter 'snatch during acceleration. This occurs when the 
craft is on the ground and the drive is ground with it, leaving the 
well-known hole in the gmund. 

_ 
was burnt, blPod was pourmg out the ~\?;:~:F!~"~~t::~";b':!h :Ji;:~'~~'C;;llJ" I,_,<"tt'h~;';h~~::"'~ 

jugular vein and I had w strap m~self.i~rli?Tistishoir~ffiHfath:e::,arrf~iW·~W  

And nobody would ring the doctor. Ili~t:l-l,!:"":~?,·p'~,,,·9;{;~":lO\!;~r-'t~."',,);:':)l'o:~;'.\.~'~i.:~""-t  

had to ring the doctor myself. They ~:ko.Qw;:nijw.;i.;.t!1a.t;tfi~fr¢a(:bQr1:t>f,a~!~  

dressed me all up but 24 hours later I "'''-, :,~ :,""'.jlWf.<'·":;:f~::::~t· ;.>:~x<'~t·;ft ·;ii:¥·.II-'~' "ll,-t: 
was in ~al agony. I had to be ruSh~  to ~.,f..~·~p;·~XC~~:U~~;~ JYr,.;~ ~ j;.~~1 I?,Qy~~;~ 

the hospital and gangrene was fonnmg ~~awavJrom  a magnetlc-freld:1flf,~<j  

in my neck ·:·i'.·. -".·J·"·~s_ ',', . .•. ',*.1..,. l>£ &1 
JT' Oh ~o  .:':·will·liff\away.'fr~om·iff~~·The  .Ea'ftH:~t  

. . $'T.~',.,~,~.~;q.·*-:>%!~~y •. 0, .~" .~sf«~·:,· >'0'>' ~'>l"o:"~  

JS: And you could see the blood! ~JS a'magnetlc.JJeJd-.soAhe.-obJecf.>h t th t k th dr' ff '" . ",. :"".'".' , .., , ". " 
~y ~~id~e  :%ct~;put ~e  ::~~~gs~ff  ~;.:~:  .i~"gQ·!~g~tb<jg(f'awiY:'f!~~:,th~:'it~  

on He shouldn't have used that type of ;::;,·",·~,~t··I§·  '-'.• "'1: 'th. 1I 1c@,:/."" ').;A<j'~ll:BWq§k·•. .. , ...... $.,' .,.,. kl:;lr ~  "';.~".,  "".,..,.w.
dressing. So they had to pump peni- i <~"~i?3;;.""~;'  w·f · '" ,~.",.,d~<~#jl~l ~':~;';:Jb~';j1l;;~; 

USES FOR THE S.E.G. 

JS: W,e show clearly ~at  w~  can pro
duce stratght flat bed, straight line gener
at?rs if that w~  more conven~ent. A,<nd 
thiS would be Ideal for propellmg tratns. 
And if we built it into ?ur road system we 
could have cars running 0!l thatsort of 
system. But then you see If we want to 
maintain the present (oad system, we can 
turn the wheels into SEGs. 

JT' R' ht' th SEG l' . Ig, or Just use e lor a 
gener.ator and ~ ~ electric motor. 

JS. Yes, with Just one SEG. The . .. 
options ~epel1:d on. the capability of your 

cillin into me and dressed me up. I' ........... ?wn bram to Ima,gme how you can apply� 
looked like an Egyptian mummy! It 
was for about eight weeks and then the Sherwoods (Bill and 
Rhoda) arrived and Dr CaiD arrived. I was just undressed apart 
from the neck. The neck still presenting a bit of a problem. That 
was covered. The doctors at the hospital said that my face would 
,be permanently marked, but the Sherwoods were shocked when 
my face had been just uncovered. I think when J arrived at this 
place I was still dressed rather up, a bit like a mummy, when I 
arrived at the hotel to meet them when they arrived. But in the 
week the dressing had come off, except the neck. That was still 
pretty bad. The Sherwoods and Dr Cain were very surprised how 
clear my face was. That showed you the power of this machine. 
Without that machine my face would be permanently marked. 

JT: So you had the m.achine running in your home? 
JS: Yes, in the house. It was feeding most of the electrics in 

the house for us. And of course it was purifying the room. Killing 
germs, everything. So my skin had a chance to heal. 

TH ESEARL EFFECT 
Any theory must explain the various phenomena, some of which 

have been observed by Searl himself and some by the ,general pub
lic. Associ.aled with the Searl Effect craft are the following: 

1) Anti-gravity or levity. 
2) Very high voltage electrical fields. 
3) The peculiar magnetic effect. The generator produces a 

high density electric field with negative polarity at the rim, and 
positive at the centre. There is also a magnetic field which sur
rounds the craft, and extends out from it. 
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JT: It s Just a matter of getting the first ones out now. 
JS: Yes, it's been a long time, agreed, but then you see the 

problem in the past was we wanted big money. Everything in MY 
line of interest, that's energy, seemed like the government was 
going to produce cheaper and cheaper. So why bother to take 
interest in an entirely new concept. And have to relearn every
thing from the beginning when what was coming up, nuclear 
power, was going to become free energy. Plenty of it. No prob
lem in a subject that was pretty well understood. So all they were 
doing was changing coal boilers or oil burners to nuclea.r. 

JT: Wellithey didn't go too far did they? 
JS: Things didn't turn out quite as they were forecast. 
JT: Now when you were talking to me before, you said that 

when you had a problem with the electric boardr and they came 
and arrested you, your said tha~  they were mad because you 
'thumped'them. What did you mean by that? 

JS: Oh, that's an article in the latest book, where it told about 
when the electric board removed all our power. Back then we 
moved from the Midlands down to Berkshire and while I was up 
there at their headquarters I purch.ased all the switch gear and 
cable and the cooker and things because I knew the house we were 
going to had no electricity. So I wired up the place, and< when that 
electric board came to connect the power they said they wouldn't 
connect it 'because the switch gear did not comply with their 
requirements. And I was REALLY angry because it was all the 
electric board's property that I had purchased and they were refus
ing to connect it because I hadn't bought it from 'tHEIR show
room. So when they refused, I connected it. 
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After three months they came and took the power off. So I went 
down and told them. I said, "You've got exactly 24 hours to put 
[that power back on, or I will stop all power for the whole area! 
And it will keep off until you put me power cables back!" A?d 
they said to me that I can't take the law into my own h~ds.  I s~~: 

"You just try me and see! I have the technology and III USE. It! 
By the time I g~t  back, the cables were back on. So they realised 
that I meant busmess. .... 

JT: Wh~n they fmally let you out of Jail, did they give you any 
money? Did you sue them? . 

JS: No. No. I had no home or anywhere to go to. Nothmg. 
The home was gone...everything. 

JT: What did they charge you with? 

JS: Well I had built and installed.an SEq to suppl~ !TIy home 
with electricity. They charged me With st~~g electnclty.. They 
'called it stealing electrici,ty b.eca~se electriCity was s~ppb~ to 
your house and you weren t ~mg It But you ~a~  electnclty. But 
you were supposed to be usmg THEIR electriCity. But. today, I 
assume that if you put up a 1?ower ~enerator of any k!~d.. you 
~ould as~ thtalem

k
. to take offytherr electnc. But you couldn t m the 

Ume were b oumg a out. 
had to use their electricity if it I 
was there. You couldn't use 
your oWn. It was forbidden. 

A man by the name of 
Devon E. lassen said to me 
when I was there with him, that 
he came to ScoUand and put in 
a water generator, a power gen
rerator, and he had a hell of 
time. They broke him! He had 
to do this, he had to do that. 
The electric board fought him. 
He said we've fit these every
where, with no trouble. But in 
England they were really mak
ing sure that we didn't make a 
permy's profit out of it They 
made us do this and made us 
d.o that. Things that weren't 
needed. But you had to do ,it in 
order to De able to do the con
tract. 

JT: So they came and told 
you, you were stealing their 
electricity even though you 
were generating it with your, 
ownSEG. 

JS: Yes, because you had to 
use their electric. They were 
'all powerful'. 

JT: On that SEQ that you 
hadl running your house, what 
was the output? 

JS: That was a very old 
SEQ. I made that back in 
[952. 

JT: Oh, did you make the 
coils so that they put out fthe 
exact right voltage? 

JS: Yes, 240 volts AC, and 
up to 11 kilowatts. 

J1i': Oh, alright, so you did
n't have to transform it or any- . 
thing.? 

JS: No, n.o. I set it into tbe 

wall as part of the wall structure: And)ust brought the po~~r up 
to the fuse box and from then on It was Just normal house-wmng. 

JT: Now, did your voltage stay consrant even when the load 
changed? 

JS: Oh yes! It makes no difference. Because, you see, as s~on 

as there's a larger current, the rollers run faster and the machine 
goes cooler, so the power is improved. 

JT: You would think that it would cause your voltage to go, up.
is: No. What happens is tltatyour coils are really your resis

.tance block. But remember, as the rcoils get c_older, there is less 
resistance. So mOre current is available. 

J'F: Oh, so you're just drawing more current without a voltage 
rise? 

JS: Yes, because you're going into a superconductive sL~te.  

And as you take more and more current, the nearer you are gettmg 
to the superconductor state. But it's when you get. to the su~rcon-
ductor state that you get into trouble! Because It goes ~ome. 

So you know yo_u've got the superconductive state. . 
JT: Ya, you know y.ou,'ve got it men! 
JS' Yes but at the time we didn't realise what was happening. 

. , 
. " 

John Searl with his Provisional Patent Specification 
on the levity Disc. 

(News of the World, 13 January 1971, photograph 
taken by Stuart White.) 
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It just shot off into the air! We know now that the reaction of a for it later. Meanwhile the authorities burned an the papers in 
superconductive state will pull away from a magnetic field. It will John's home. Witnesses said it took four days to burn aU the 
!lift away from it. The Earth is a magnetic field, so the object is material. His equipment was also either destroyed or sold off. 
going to go away from the Earth. This was sanctioned by John's wife. 

_ JT: Was everything destroyed? 
OESTRUCTION OF A L1FETIME'SWORK JS: Yes, and that was written off in four days, the bulk of that 

There were books kept by John at his house of all the people proof.was destroyed in four days by four days of continuous fire. 
who had witnessed his work. Each person would sign the book That IS what I was told by the fire brigade. I was told by an 
and put down their thoughts. Gunner Sandberg was asked to go to American that called. He wrote to me and said, '1 called on your 
John's home while he was imprisoned and get those books. He home and found big fires burning. They're burning all your stum" 
went to the house but did not get Ithe books. He was sent to get And I said, "No you've got the wrong place." And then another 
certain information fmm the house. One of the things he was chap wrote me. Ivor .James P?well wrote. me and said, "I went to 
asked to get was the book that was signed by everyone of the peo_ your home a~d  they re burnmg everythmg! All your records, 
pIe who witnessed the demonstrations of the SEG and levity discs. fIl~s:, everything. Photos, all ~ing burned!" I wrote back and 
He said that there was too much there and he was going to go back said, You must have made a mistake! You must have gone to the 
I . wrong house!" But they were right! 

I I understand from the fire brigade 
that they stood iby for four ,days 
while the fires burnt. .' 

JT: The only way you're ever 
going to get it going is to let it out to 
the public so it can't be suppressed 
by the governments. They're just too 
greedy and want to keep everything 
based on oil, and your unit would 
eliminate that need. 

JS: YES! It would kill off pollu
tion overnight! And clean the air as 
it runs, and this is something no 
other motor does. It does not pol
lute, so it is a device that should be 
pushed with everything possible. 
But everyone who comes to me 
wants to just grab it all to them
selves. 

JT: Are you giving your informa
tion then out to the public? 

JS: Yes. I've been lecturing in 
Europe quite heavily, discussing the 
work and I've had heavy publicity in 
Ithe German magazine Space and 
Time. It's very good stuff. Very 
long, lots of pages issue after issue. 
I've also had articles printed on my 
work in the magazine Explore! 
recently. 

JT: On your papers you're putting 
out, are you showing a detailed way 
you're making your motor? 

JS: Allithe full tables have been 
printed. So one now only looks at 
the table. One works out the volume 
of the area that's going to be filled 
with the powders. And scanning 
down the chart of figures until you 
fmd Ithe figure you want, look across 
and it tells you the choice of which 
square blocks to use. 3-4-5. That 
means how many powders you can 
mix together to get the results. Then 
you run up the square we show. 
You run up to that level that's close 
and those are the figures, the amount 

'w.~~J; you have to mix in layers to cause a 
~; condition that will allow you to print 

.,'wd~;  it. And th~ fr~quency is given in the 
"""""''''''''''''''':'';;'''''' table for prmtlng. 
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JT: Are there any videotapes of your lectures available? The work on the SEG home power I.iJlit is progressing and an 
JS: There's a video 'available of my Jecture in Munich in 1989. effort to get the price down to a realistic amount is now the main 

I've given out some of the powerful stuff ,in that and you can see concern. Various elements are !being tried out in the experimenta
some of the work that was discussed at that meeting. tiOIl! phase and full1production will start as soun as these problems 

JT: ThJngs seem ItO be going pretty good. are ironed out. We are still looking for backers for the production 
of the flying craft. There has been interest shown by various JS: WeB things are going good now. I am listed in the 
nations in this respect. International Who's Who now and I'm not living in a council 

house as I was in the past when I was interviewoo by the press. To understand how the SEG functions and what is needed to 
They always mentioned that and said that anyone Hving in a coun build it, you must read the books on The Law ofthe Squares. That 
cil house wasn't capable of doing anything, is the only place you can get an accurate account of how the SEG 

functions. All the charts-and explanations are there. You must JT: What is a council house? 
only open your mind to this new ltechnology to be able to under-JS: Well, a council house is ~,house built by the govenunent 
stand and appreciate it. and rented cheap for the ,poor. We're in a private house now. That 00 • 

makes a difference. I've got the drawing put up in the porch now 2. , 
that used to be the outside, which is now inside. We Ibuilt that in. 
Now the drawings of the magnets and of the disc are up, and I'v~ 

just taken the big colour drawing of the disc to the framers to get it 
re-framed. All I'm 'Waiting for now is for the certificate from 
Who's Who to put up on the wall so that people will see that at 
least you're recognised. And if I do get int0 the science and engi
neering issue, that will also add! more weight. 

Prof. Jobn Searl is the only man in history to bave built and flown an antigravity . 
device called a Levity Disc. TIlis was recorded by the BBe News and by the newspapers. • '.. ,. I 

The power source for tbis amazing disc can also be used to generate electricity with no apparent input. Prof. Searl uses existing 
laws ofphysics in a new application to achieve this. Because of the obvious economic repercussions, this marvelous invention 
was squelcbed by "big business." His electric generatOl; and bjs Levity Disc are powered by a Searl Effect Generator (SEG). 

Prof. Searl bas written a series of books entitled The Law of the Squares. These five books are being offered in 
manuscript form. They bave not been edited or changed in any way. TIlese books transverse many subjects and contain the 
personal views and appraisals of Prof. Searl as well as giving the reader an insight as to bow his SEG is conSlnIcted and 
operates. This ,is the last attempt by Prof. Searl to bring the world into the future. 

In addition to these books, a book entitled Antigravinr: The Dream Made Reality has been assembled wbich serves 
as a primer to the books on The Law ofthe Squares by Prof. Searl. It describes John Searl's early days up to the present, as 
related by Prof. Searl bimself. Included is a description ofdle SEG. 

There is also a video tape of Prof. Searl's Municb lecture of 1989 available in wbi(;b Prof. Searl explains bis 
technology. There are many pictures of the building of the DEM0-1levity disc in the second half of the video, and the 
magnetic effect of the SEG is demonstrated. 

The Law of the Squares: Book 1, Book lA, Book 1B & Book 2 
Price of EACH BOOK is $50.00 

The Law of the Squares: Book 3 __ .__ __ $60.00 
Video of 1989 Munich Lecture by Prof. J. R. R. Searl.. _.m $50.00 
Antigravity: The Dream Made Reality by John A. Thomas Jr. $25.00 

Postage and Handling: United States $3.00 First Item $1.00 Each Additional 
(Surface) Other Countries $7.25 First Item $2.50 Each Additional 

*** First Class Air Mailing Available - Call or Write For Prices *** 
To place an order, contact: John A. Thomas Jr. Make all checks payable to: 

373 Rock Beach Road John A. Thomas Jr. 
Rochester, New York 14617·1316 (All International orders should be paid with 
Phone: 716 - 467 - 2694 an international money order) 
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